
Shopper Marketing 101: Making Brand
Shopper Ready
Shopper marketing is a powerful tool that can help brands connect with
consumers at the point of Free Download. By understanding the shopper's
journey and creating targeted marketing campaigns, brands can increase
sales conversion and build brand loyalty.
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This comprehensive guide will teach you everything you need to know to
create a successful shopper marketing campaign. We'll cover the basics of
shopper marketing, including the different types of shopper marketing
campaigns, the shopper marketing funnel, and the key metrics for
measuring success.

The Basics of Shopper Marketing

Shopper marketing is a form of marketing that focuses on the shopper's
journey. It is designed to influence the shopper's decision-making process
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at the point of Free Download. Shopper marketing campaigns can be used
to increase brand awareness, drive sales, and build brand loyalty.

There are four main types of shopper marketing campaigns:

In-store marketing: This type of campaign is designed to reach
shoppers at the point of Free Download. In-store marketing can
include things like point-of-sale displays, product demonstrations, and
sampling.

Online marketing: This type of campaign is designed to reach
shoppers online. Online marketing can include things like search
engine optimization (SEO),social media marketing, and email
marketing.

Mobile marketing: This type of campaign is designed to reach
shoppers on their mobile devices. Mobile marketing can include things
like SMS marketing, mobile apps, and mobile websites.

Experiential marketing: This type of campaign is designed to create
a memorable experience for shoppers. Experiential marketing can
include things like pop-up shops, events, and product sampling.

The Shopper Marketing Funnel

The shopper marketing funnel is a model that describes the different stages
of the shopper's journey. The funnel is divided into four stages:

1. Awareness: At this stage, the shopper is aware of the brand but has
not yet considered making a Free Download.



2. Consideration: At this stage, the shopper is considering making a
Free Download but has not yet decided on a specific brand.

3. Free Download: At this stage, the shopper has decided to make a
Free Download and has chosen a specific brand.

4. Loyalty: At this stage, the shopper has made a Free Download and is
satisfied with the product or service. The shopper is likely to make
repeat Free Downloads in the future.

Key Metrics for Measuring Success

The success of a shopper marketing campaign can be measured by a
variety of metrics, including:

Sales conversion rate: This metric measures the percentage of
shoppers who make a Free Download after being exposed to a
shopper marketing campaign.

Average Free Download value: This metric measures the average
amount of money that shoppers spend per Free Download.

Customer lifetime value: This metric measures the total amount of
money that a customer is expected to spend over their lifetime.

Brand awareness: This metric measures the percentage of shoppers
who are aware of the brand.

Brand loyalty: This metric measures the percentage of shoppers who
have made repeat Free Downloads from the brand.

Shopper marketing is a powerful tool that can help brands connect with
consumers at the point of Free Download. By understanding the shopper's



journey and creating targeted marketing campaigns, brands can increase
sales conversion and build brand loyalty.

If you're looking to learn more about shopper marketing, I encourage you to
check out my book, Shopper Marketing 101: Making Brand Shopper
Ready. This book will provide you with a comprehensive overview of
shopper marketing, including the different types of shopper marketing
campaigns, the shopper marketing funnel, and the key metrics for
measuring success.

With the help of this book, you'll be able to create successful shopper
marketing campaigns that will drive sales and build brand loyalty.

Free Download your copy of Shopper Marketing 101: Making Brand
Shopper Ready today!
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